Lesson 1:

Explanation of the Controls

Introducing Key Learning Areas

Cockpit Drill

The major controls

 DOORS
 SEAT
 STEERING








Including head restraint

 SEAT BELT
 MIRRORS

The minor controls

 DIRECTION
INDICATORS

ACCELERATOR
FOOTBRAKE
CLUTCH
HANDBRAKE
GEARS
STEERING

& other auxiliary controls

 Procedure for
starting the engine

(DSSSM)





MSM Routine


Moving away safely



Moving away under control

Stopping normally in a safe position with proper use of the controls

Preparation Notes:
This would normally be a lesson for a complete beginner. Aim to cover the essential information within
45 minutes to allow a little time to attempt moving and stopping the car. Ideally this lesson should have
a longer duration than one hour.
Essentials:
 Clutch diagram
Location:
Nursey patch. Quiet flat road
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 1
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 1 Preparing the vehicle for a journey
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 2:

Moving Away & Making Normal Stops

Introducing Key Learning Areas

MOVING AWAY SAFELY M‐S‐M
Mirrors well before
 Signalling
 Changing Direction
 Changing Direction
 Overtaking

MOVING AWAY
UNDER CONTROL
(Pre‐Starting Checks)

Level road – Up & Downhill starts
Angle starts – Steering – Gear Changing

STOPPING NORMALLY (M‐S‐M)

MIRRORS – VISION & USE

Pull up in a safe position with
proper use of the controls

Offside Blind‐spot

Preparation Notes:
Moving the car off for the very first time is one of the most exciting and memorable moments for the
new learner driver.
Talking your learner through the safe routine for moving away and stopping will usually require
comprehensive guidance, known as ‘full instruction’.
Guidance must be clear, accurate and concise, with sufficient detail to enable your learner to carry out
the exercise successfully. The words you use are important, as is the timing of this instruction.
Essentials:
 Clutch diagram
 Dry run (Dummy run / Dress rehearsal)
 Dealing with a stalled engine
 Use “Preparation – Observation – Manoeuvre” (POM) Routine
Location:
Nursey patch. Quiet flat road
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 1
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 1 Preparing the vehicle for a journey
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle:
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 3:

Use of Mirrors

Introducing Key Learning Areas

MIRRORS SIGNAL MANOEUVRE (M‐S‐M)
MIRRORS

MIRRORS

MIRRORS

well before

well before

well before

SIGNALLING

CHANGING SPEED

CHANGING DIRECTION

MIRRORS

MIRRORS

well before

well before

MOVING OFF AND STOPPING
FROM ROADSIDE AND IN
STOP‐START TRAFFIC

OVERTAKING

Preparation Notes:
Good forward planning and anticipation includes seeing what is following or at the side of the car.
Dealing with closely following traffic and potential third‐party aggressive behaviour.
Essentials:
 No head movement for checking interior mirror
 Some head movement for checking exterior mirrors
Location:
Suited to learner’s ability and competence
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 2, 3 & 4
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle
Role 3: Use the road in accordance with the Highway Code
Role 4: Drive safely and responsibly in the traffic system
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 4:

Use of Signals

Introducing Key Learning Areas

MIRRORS – SIGNAL ‐ MANOEUVRE
GIVE SIGNALS

GIVE SIGNALS

where necessary

GIVE SIGNALS

Correctly

BY INDICATOR/ARM

properly timed

BY INDICATOR/ARM

BY INDICATOR/ARM

Preparation Notes:
Signals are the most obvious means of communication between drivers and all other road users. It is important
that direction signals are given correctly, in a clear and unmistakable manner. Arms signals for drivers and riders
are still shown in the Highway Code. We can expect arm signals to be used by pedal cyclists and horse riders.
Drivers complain about the lack of signals from other drivers. To overcome this, we can identify how a driver’s
intention may be determined by where he or she is looking, the vehicles speed, or the direction where the
vehicle’s front wheels are pointing. An example of this is when dealing with roundabout approach.

Essentials:
“Mirrors – Signal – Manoeuvre” Is given as advice in the Highway Code. Signals do need to be given where they
would benefit another road user.

Location:
Suited to learner’s ability and competence
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 2
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle
Role 3: Use the road in accordance with the Highway Code
Role 4: Drive safely and responsibly in the traffic system
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 5:

Emergency Stop

Introducing Key Learning Areas

CONTROLLED STOP
QUICK
REACTION

USE OF FOOTBRAKE
& CLUTCH

SKIDS
Avoidance & Correction

ABS & Non-ABS
Preparation Notes:
Having instructed an untrained learner to move off and make a normal stop, you need to decide on
which lesson to introduce the emergency stop exercise.
Where a learner is also taking private practice, probably be in a car without dual controls, you should
introduce this exercise earlier rather than on later lessons.
Essentials:
With good anticipation there should seldom be a need for any driver to have to perform an emergency
stop as opposed to a normal stop.
Location:
Quiet road with no following traffic
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 1
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 6:

Approaching Junctions – Major to Minor

Introducing Key Learning Areas

MIRRORS SIGNAL MANOEUVRE (M‐S‐M)
MIRRORS

Correct regulation of

LOOK

well before

SPEED

Give way when turning to

SIGNALLING

 traffic approaching
closely from the
opposite direction
 pedestrians who are
crossing and
 not endangering
emerging traffic by
cutting right hand
corners

Not approaching too

 fast / slow
Correct use of

 brakes / gears

POSITION
correct line

Not coasting

 on approach
 when turning

 on approach
 when turning

Preparation Notes:
Most collisions will occur at junctions because this is where all types of traffic meet. This is an
opportunity to review third party behaviour, including not only drivers, but those on two wheels,
including electric scooters.
Essentials:
Use “Mirrors – Signal – Manoeuvre” routine as shown above.

Location:
Quiet residential roads to begin with.
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 2, 3 & 4
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle
Role 3: Use the road in accordance with the Highway Code
Role 4: Drive safely and responsibly in the traffic system
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 7:

Approaching Junctions – Minor to Major

Introducing Key Learning Areas

MIRRORS SIGNAL MANOEUVRE (M‐S‐M)
MIRRORS

Correct regulation of

LOOK

well before

SPEED

Give way when turning to

SIGNALLING

 pedestrians who are
crossing and
 take effective
observations before
emerging
 emerge with due
regard for traffic on the
main road

Not approaching too

 fast / slow
Correct use of

 brakes / gears

POSITION
correct line

Not coasting

 on approach
 when turning

 on approach
 when turning

Preparation Notes:
Most collisions will occur at junctions because this is where all types of traffic meet. This is an
opportunity to review third party behaviour, including not only drivers, but those on two wheels,
including electric scooters.
Essentials:
Use “Mirrors – Signal – Manoeuvre” routine as shown above.

Location:
Quiet residential roads to begin with.
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 2, 3 & 4
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle
Role 3: Use the road in accordance with the Highway Code
Role 4: Drive safely and responsibly in the traffic system
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 8:

Crossroads

Introducing Key Learning Areas

MIRRORS SIGNAL MANOEUVRE (M‐S‐M)
MIRRORS

Correct regulation of

LOOK

well before

SPEED

Give way when turning to

SIGNALLING

 pedestrians who are
crossing and
 take effective
observations before
emerging
 emerge with due
regard for traffic on the
main road

Not approaching too

 fast / slow
Correct use of

 brakes / gears

POSITION
correct line

Not coasting

 on approach
 when turning

 on approach
 when turning

Preparation Notes:
Most collisions will occur at junctions because this is where all types of traffic meet. This is an
opportunity to review other driver behaviour.
Essentials:
Use “Mirrors – Signal – Manoeuvre” routine as shown above.

Location:
Quiet residential roads to begin with.
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 2, 3 & 4
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle
Role 3: Use the road in accordance with the Highway Code
Role 4: Drive safely and responsibly in the traffic system
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 9:

Roundabouts

Introducing Key Learning Areas

MIRRORS SIGNAL MANOEUVRE (M‐S‐M)
MIRRORS

Correct regulation of

LOOK

well before

SPEED

Give way when turning to

SIGNALLING

 traffic approaching from
the immediate right
 pedestrians who are
crossing and
 not endangering other
traffic using the
roundabout
 comply with road
markings

Not approaching too

 fast / slow
Correct use of

 brakes / gears

POSITION
correct line

Not coasting

 on approach
 when turning or
emerging

 on approach
 when turning

Preparation Notes:
Most collisions will occur at junctions, including roundabouts where rear‐end shunts can be common.
On approach learners must check for waiting traffic ahead, as well as looking for traffic with priority to
the right. Review other driver behaviour and the need for lane discipline, particularly on large or complex
roundabouts.
Introduce topic using a diagram to show the correct route through the roundabout to the chosen exit.
Essentials:
Use “Mirrors – Signal – Manoeuvre” routine as shown above.

Location:
Quiet residential roads to begin with.
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 2, 3 & 4
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle
Role 3: Use the road in accordance with the Highway Code
Role 4: Drive safely and responsibly in the traffic system
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 10: Pedestrian Crossings
Introducing Key Learning Areas

MIRRORS SIGNAL MANOEUVRE (M‐S‐M)
MIRRORS

Correct regulation of

well before

SPEED

BRAKE SIGNAL

Not

 approaching too fast
 overtaking
LOOK

ARM SIGNAL

Give way where necessary to pedestrians
Not

On approach to a

ZEBRA
CROSSING

 beckoning to cross

Preparation Notes:
Cover all types of both controlled and non‐controlled pedestrian crossings. This is an opportunity to
review pedestrian expectations and behaviour where there are refuges in the centre of the road.
Essentials:
Adapt “Mirrors – Signal – Manoeuvre” routine as shown above.
Location:
Usually, the High Street or similar road.
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 2, 3 & 4
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle
Role 3: Use the road in accordance with the Highway Code
Role 4: Drive safely and responsibly in the traffic system
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 11:

Awareness and Anticipation (What if?)

Introducing Key Learning Areas

FORWARD PLANNING FOR DEVELOPING HAZARDS
DRIVERS & RIDERS

PEDESTRIANS

ANIMALS

Preparation Notes:
Judgment approaching road hazards …
1. Fixed features such as road junctions or bends
2. Moving features such as vehicle traffic and pedestrians
3. Changing weather conditions
Good forward planning and anticipation.
a. What can be seen ahead?
b. What cannot be seen?
c. What might you expect to happen?
d. Prioritise hazards
e. What to do if things change?
Driving styles, consideration for other road users and coping with incidents of aggressive behaviour.
Essentials:
Apply “Mirrors – Signal – Manoeuvre” routine to individual circumstances with good anticipation.
Pedestrians stepping out from behind buses at stops is one of many “What if” examples.
Location:
All roads.
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 2, 3 & 4
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle
Role 3: Use the road in accordance with the Highway Code
Role 4: Drive safely and responsibly in the traffic system
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 12: Judgement when Meeting & Crossing Approaching
Traffic; Overtaking other Traffic
Introducing Key Learning Areas

MIRRORS SIGNAL MANOEUVRE (M‐S‐M)

MEETING

CROSSING

Approaching traffic safely

Approaching traffic safely

OVERTAKING
traffic safely

Preparation Notes:
Judgment approaching traffic situations …
1. When to wait
2. When to go
Driving styles, consideration for other road users and coping with incidents of aggressive behaviour.
Learners will overtake pedal cyclists and buses serving their stops – early anticipation using MSM
routine.
Essentials:
Apply “Mirrors – Signal – Manoeuvre” routine to individual circumstances.
Location:
All roads.
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 2, 3 & 4
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle
Role 3: Use the road in accordance with the Highway Code
Role 4: Drive safely and responsibly in the traffic system
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 13: Keep Space ‐ Clearances & Following Distances
Introducing Key Learning Areas

ADEQUATE CLEARANCE
 From stationary
vehicles
 All other road users

FOLLOWING DISTANCES
 Thinking distance
 Braking distance

AWARENESS &
ANTICIPATION
of the actions of
 pedestrians
 drivers, riders &
animals

Preparation Notes:
Judgment approaching traffic situations … road position
1. Not too close to the left or approaching traffic
2. Not too close to vehicles in front
Driving styles, consideration for other road users and coping with incidents of aggressive behaviour.
Essentials:
Apply previous theory learning eg vehicle separation and stopping distances
Apply “Mirrors – Signal – Manoeuvre” routine to individual circumstances.
Location:
All roads.
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 2, 3 & 4
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle
Role 3: Use the road in accordance with the Highway Code
Role 4: Drive safely and responsibly in the traffic system
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 14:

Use of Speed and Making Progress

Introducing Key Learning Areas

SPEED

MAKING PROGRESS
Not driving too slowly

Not driving too fast

 avoiding undue hesitancy by
proceeding where safe
 keeping up with the traffic flow
within the legal limits

 legal limits
 road conditions
 traffic conditions

Preparation Notes:
How to judge vehicle speed, including use of the speedometer
How to judge safe speed in varying traffic conditions circumstances
How to use visibility “limit points” on faster country roads
Driving styles, consideration for other road users and coping with incidents of aggressive behaviour.
Essentials:
Apply previous theory learning eg vehicle separation and stopping distances
“No speed limit is ever a target”
“Drive at a safe speed for the traffic and road conditions”
“Twenty is plenty”
“You can be driving too fast, even within the speed limit”
Location:
All roads.
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 2, 3 & 4
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle
Role 3: Use the road in accordance with the Highway Code
Role 4: Drive safely and responsibly in the traffic system
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 15:

Road Positioning and Lane Discipline

Introducing Key Learning Areas

ROAD POSITIONING
Correct for the circumstances
Not
 too wide from the left
 too close to the left

Correct use of
 lane discipline

Preparation Notes:
Applying the rule of the road when driving ahead …
1. on an empty, clear roads
2. where there are obstructions or traffic management schemes including bus lanes
Driving styles, consideration for other road users and coping with incidents of aggressive behaviour.
Essentials:
Apply “Mirrors – Signal – Manoeuvre” routine to individual circumstances.
Location:
All roads.
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 2, 3 & 4
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle
Role 3: Use the road in accordance with the Highway Code
Role 4: Drive safely and responsibly in the traffic system
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 16:

Eco‐Safe Driving

Introducing Key Learning Areas

DRIVING STYLE

CONTROL –
 Starting & moving
away
 Acceleration sense
 Use of footbrake
 Use of gears
Speed
The Pass
Plus choice
Paperwork

PLANNING AHEAD
 Route planning
 Off‐peak driving
 Hazard awareness
 Separation distances
 Use of engine braking
 Use of cruise control
 Stopping engine when
appropriate
 Warm engine for
reversing manoeuvres

EFFICIENCY
 Tyre pressures
 Unnecessary weight
 Air conditioning
 Monitor fuel efficiency
 Vehicle servicing
 Reducing wear on vehicle
 Reducing CO2

Preparation Notes:
Review previous learning, including theory elements.
Driving styles, consideration for other road users and coping with incidents of aggressive behaviour.
Essentials:
Adapt a smooth driving style with good forward planning and anticipation.
Location:
All roads.
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 1, 2, 3 & 4
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle
Role 3: Use the road in accordance with the Highway Code
Role 4: Drive safely and responsibly in the traffic system
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 17:

Independent Driving

Introducing Key Learning Areas

MAKING ROUTE DECISIONS – FITTING IN WITH OTHER TRAFFIC
RESPONDING TO
TRAFFIC DIRECTION
SIGNS

FOLLOWING ROUTES
MARKED ON THE ROAD

MSM ROUTE AND
AWARENESS

Preparation Notes:
Learner judged to be ready to drive a route without guidance or any training input
Essentials:
Apply “Mirrors – Signal – Manoeuvre” routine fully independently.
Location:
All roads.
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 2, 3 & 4
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle
Role 3: Use the road in accordance with the Highway Code
Role 4: Drive safely and responsibly in the traffic system
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 18:

Traffic Signs, Signals and Road Markings

Introducing Key Learning Areas

RESPOND AND COMPLY WITH ALL
TRAFFIC SIGNS

TRAFFIC LIGHTS

ROAD MARKINGS

Preparation Notes:
Review of “Know Your Traffic Signs” booklet …
1. Ability to recognise traffic signs and road markings
2. Compliance with mandatory direction and other signs
Driving styles, consideration for other road users and coping with incidents of aggressive behaviour.
Essentials:
Apply previous theory learning eg. showing understanding of traffic sign and signal types
Apply “Mirrors – Signal – Manoeuvre” routine to individual circumstances.
Location:
All roads, including one‐way traffic systems
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 2, 3 & 4
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle
Role 3: Use the road in accordance with the Highway Code
Role 4: Drive safely and responsibly in the traffic system
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 19:

Satellite Navigation

Introducing Key Learning Areas

MANAGING & DEALING WITH DISTRACTION
WINDSREEN
POSITION

FOLLOWING MOVING
NAVIGATION

DESTINATION
PLANNING

LISTENING TO
DIRECTIONS

MONITORING ROUTE PROGRESS & TRAFFIC DATA
ARRIVAL TIME AT DESTINATION

Preparation Notes:
 Reason for this lesson topic
 Programming the sat nav
 Link with independent driving
 Outcome of taking the wrong route
Consider risk of trusting satellite navigation systems too much – Possibility that we think less for
ourselves. We are driving, not the SatNav. We cannot blame this device if we have a collision or
commit an offence.
Essentials:
Apply “Mirrors – Signal – Manoeuvre” routine fully independently.
Location:
All roads.
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 1, 2, 3 & 4
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle
Role 3: Use the road in accordance with the Highway Code
Role 4: Drive safely and responsibly in the traffic system
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 20:

Reversing

Introducing Key Learning Areas

REVERSING MANOEUVRES
UNDER CONTROL


ACCURATELY


Co‐ordination of the
foot controls with the
steering

Where to look

Correct steering for
intended course




Before reversing
While reversing

Not reversing



Not reversing




WITH OBSERVATION

too fast
excessively slow

Looking

too close or too far
from the kerb



Not



Forward at any point of
turn
Acting

hitting or the mounting
the kerb



Sensibly on what is seen
(MSM)

Preparation Notes:
Revisiting the skills associated with moving and stopping the car, but this time including driving
backwards.
Reversing Manoeuvres:
1. Reversing in a straight line
2. Reversing around a left or right corner
3. Reverse parking
4. Bay parking
5. Pull up on the right, reverse and re‐join the traffic
Essentials:
 Use diagram
 “Explain – Demonstrate – Practice” (EDP) Method
 “Preparation – Observation – Manouevre” (POM) Routine
Location:
Quiet flat road
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 1
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 1 Preparing the vehicle for a journey
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle:
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 21:

Bay Parking

Introducing Key Learning Areas

BAY PARKING
UNDER CONTROL





ACCURATELY

WITH OBSERVATION

Forwards / Backwards
 Correct steering for
intended course
 Equal positioning
between white lines

Co‐ordination of the
foot controls with the
steering
Not manoeuvring
too fast
excessively slow




Where to look
before reversing
while manoeuvring



Acting
Sensibly on what is seen
(MSM)

Without risk of
 Being too close to a
wall or fence behind
the car

Preparation Notes:
Adapting manoeuvring skills for this everyday exercise.
Essentials:
 Use diagram
 “Explain – Demonstrate – Practice” (EDP) Method
 “Preparation – Observation – Manoeuvre” (POM) Routine
Location:
Quiet flat road
Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 1
National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Role 1 Preparing the vehicle for a journey
Role 2: Guide and control the vehicle:
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 28:

Advanced Driving

Key Learning Areas

THE SYSTEM OF VEHICLE CONTROL
TYPES OF HAZARD

DRIVING PLAN




 Fixed
 Moving
 Environmental




VISIBILITY

What can be seen
What cannot be seen
What can be
expected to happen
Prioritise the hazard
Have a contingency
plan (What if?)

 Limit Points
 Speed Choice
 Vehicle Stability

Take, Use and Give (TUG)

INFORMATION
Apply before each sequential feature






POSITION
SPEED
GEAR
ACCELERATION

Preparation Notes:
“System” – Use Roadcraft.
Judgment, good forward planning and anticipation.
Driving styles, consideration for other road users and coping with incidents of aggressive behaviour.
Essentials:
Apply “Mirrors – Signal – Manoeuvre” routine to individual circumstances.
Location:
All roads.

Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 2, 3 & 4

National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Roles 2, 3, 4 & 5
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 29:

Corporate Driving

Key Learning Areas

OCCUPATIONAL ROAD RISK (Risk Assessment)
THREE “E”s OF
ROAD SAFETY

FLEETCRAFT ESSENTIALS
 VEHICLE TYPE
 VEHICLE
CONDITION
REPORT
 ECO‐SAFE DRIVING
 COMMENTARY
DRIVING
 DEMONSTRATION
DRIVE

 EDUCATION
 ENGINEERING
 ENFORCEMENT

ADVANCED DRIVING
TECHNIQUE





TYPES OF HAZARD
DRIVING PLAN
SPEED CHOICE
VISIBILITY & LIMIT
POINTS
 VEHICLE STABILITY

SYSTEM OF VEHICLE CONTROL
Preparation Notes:
“System” – Use Roadcraft.
Judgment, good forward planning and anticipation.
Driving styles, consideration for other road users and coping with incidents of aggressive behaviour.
Essentials:
Apply “Mirrors – Signal – Manoeuvre” routine to individual circumstances.
Location:
All roads.

Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 2, 3 & 4

National standard for driving cars and light vans:
Roles 2, 3, 4 & 5
Anything else?
You decide …

I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

Lesson 30:

Towing a trailer / Lorry & Bus driving

Key Learning Areas

TOWING TRAILER / LARGE GOODS VEHICLE (LGV) & PASSENGER CARRYING VEHICLE (PCV)
WEIGHT





WIDTH

LENGTH





 Turning
 Emerging

Load
Stability
Increased braking
distance
Different speed
limits




Effect of
 Unbraked trailer

Also
Combination
Uncoupling
and recoupling
trailer

HEIGHT
Particularly for
 Double
decker buses
 High sided
lorries

Including mirrors
restrictions
judging size

SNAKING


Dealing with (combination)

PRE-SET MANOEUVRE

TOWING / LGV & PCV SET PIECE REVERSING MANOEUVRE
UNDER CONTROL







Co‐ordination of the
foot controls with the
steering

ACCURATELY

WITH OBSERVATION

Correct steering for
intended course

Where to look, including correct
use of mirrors
 before reversing
 while manoeuvring

Without risk of
 Hitting the poles or any
traffic cones
 Driving over solid
yellow line on offside

Not manoeuvring
too fast
excessively slow

STAGE OF ABILITY

Preparation Notes:
Adapt and tailor previous car Lesson Plans to learner’s specific needs.
Driving styles, consideration for other road users and coping with incidents of aggressive behaviour.
Essentials:
Apply “Mirrors – Signal – Manoeuvre” routine to individual circumstances.
Location:
All roads.

Goals for Driver Education (GDE) matrix
Level 2, 3 & 4

National standard for driving lorries (Category C) / buses and coaches (Category D)
Roles 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
Anything else?
You decide …
I really struggle
with this

I need to be
better at this

I am okay
at this

I am pretty
good at this

This is a real
strength of mine

1

2

3

4

5

